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Measurements of spin polarization of epitaxial SrRuO 3 thin films
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We have measured the transport spin polarization of epitaxial thin films of the conductive
ferromagnetic oxide, SrRuO3, using point contact Andreev reflection spectroscopy. In spite of the
fact that spin-up and spin-down electronic densities of states at the Fermi level for SrRuO3

calculated from band structure theory are practically the same, the experimental transport spin
polarization for these films was found to be about 50%. This is a direct consequence of the Fermi
velocity disparity between the majority and minority bands. The experimental results are compared
with our theoretical estimates of the spin polarization in the ballistic and diffusive limits. ©2003
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1539551#
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Recently, there has been a renaissance of research i
physics of oxides, and especially perovskite-based mater
While many of these materials are very similar structura
they exhibit a wide variety of properties including ferroma
netism, superconductivity, ferroelectricity, and met
insulator transitions. The development of thin film depositi
techniques has helped to exploit their structural similarity
grow epitaxial multilayer heterostructures comprised of m
terials with different physical properties and to create no
devices, such as ferroelectric capacitors,1 with SrRuO3 as a
metallic layer. Lately, it has also become possible to cre
and study a new class of electronic devices contain
ferromagnet/insulator/ferromagnet structures, whose pro
ties are controlled by the electron spin of the magne
material.2,3 Importantly, SrRuO3 ~including its modifications!
is the only known ferromagnetic metal~FM! among 4d ox-
ides with magnetizationm'1.6mB /Ru and Curie tempera
tureTC'165 K. Due to its structural simplicity and remark
able chemical stability, SrRuO3 forms an excellent interface
with Al2O3 barrier layers4 and thus has attracted interest f
studies of spin-dependent transport and as a potential c
ponent of these devices.5,6

The fractional change in resistanceDR/R ~from parallel
to antiparallel alignment of the two identical FM layers! can
be approximated by the Julliere formula:7 DR/R52PT

2/(1
2PT

2), wherePT is the spin polarization of FM layers. Im
portantly, PT is the transport spin polarizations, as it in-
cludes spin-dependent tunneling matrix elements and ha
be distinguished from the density of states~DOS! spin
polarization, P05@N↑(EF)2N↓(EF)#/@(N↑(EF)1N↓(EF)#,
whereN↑↓(EF) is the DOS for the majority~minority! bands
at the Fermi level. For SrRuO3 band structure calculations8,9

result in almost identical spin-up and spin-down DO
N↑↓(EF);23 st/Ry, and, thereforeP0'0, even though
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SrRuO3 has a relatively large magnetic moment.
Until recently, the only practical way to independent

determineP has been to use the tunneling technique p
neered by Tedrow and Meservey.10 This technique is some
what limited, however, by the need to grow a uniform tunn
barrier on top of one of the FM electrodes. Soulenet al.,11

and Upadhyayet al.12 have shown that transport spin pola
ization, P, can be determined from the current–volta
(I –V) characteristics of contacts formed between a sup
conductor and a ferromagnet. The character ofI –V charac-
teristics due to Andreev reflection at the interface13 is quite
different for spin-polarized and nonpolarized parts of t
current.14 The point contact Andreev reflection~PCAR! tech-
nique, which emerged as a result of this work,11,12 has been
used to measure the transport spin polarization of conv
tional magnetic systems, such as Ni–Fe alloys,15 as well as
several oxide materials, such as CrO2

11,16,17 and
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3.18

In this letter we present the measurements of the tra
port spin polarization of epitaxial thin films of SrRuO3 using
PCAR and compare them with the results of band struct
calculations.

The films with the thickness 1200 Å were grown o
miscut ~2°! ~001! SrTiO3 substrates by 90° off-axis
sputtering.19,5 Four-circle x-ray diffraction analysis indicate
that these epitaxial SrRuO3 thin films are single domains
with the @110# direction normal to the substrate surface. T
surfaces of the SrRuO3 films consist of atomically smooth
terraces with nearly periodic ledges along the miscut, res
ing from coherent single domain growth.20 The film is
chemically very stable, which prevented any surface deg
dation and allowed us to obtain reproducible results in ma
consecutive measurements. In this experiment, we have
both as grown~strained! and lifted-off ~freestanding! films,
similar to the ones described in Ref. 6. The in-plane latt
parameters of the as grown films are smaller than that of b
SrRuO3 ~3.93 Å!, indicating that the film is subjected to
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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biaxial compressive strain in the plane of the film («xx

5«yy520.64%). From the 2u value of the normal scan th
out-of-plane lattice parameter was found to be 3.96 Å, wh
is larger than that of bulk materials, demonstrating a unia
tensile strain along@110# direction («zz50.50%) in the film.
In contrast, both the in-plane and out-of-plane lattice para
eters~;3.93 Å! of the freestanding films are the same as t
of the bulk material. This implies that the as grown SrRuO3,
which is initially subjected to an elastic strain, is fully re
laxed after films are lifted off. We found that both the ma
netically an resistively measured Curie temperature,TC sig-
nificantly increased from about 150 K for the strained film
about 160 K when the elastic strain was relaxed.

Spin polarization in the PCAR experiments can be r
resented by the expression

Pn5
I ↑2I ↓
I ↑1I ↓

5
N↑~EF!vF↑

n 2N↓~EF!vF↓
n

N↑~EF!vF↑
n 1N↓~EF!vF↓

n , ~1!

wherevF↑↓ is the Fermi velocity of the majority~minority!
spins, wheren is either 1 or 2, depending upon wheth
conduction in the contact is in the ballistic~mean free pathL
is much larger than the size of the contactd, L@d) or dif-
fusive (L!d) regime, respectively.11,15 Using the values of
the resistivity of SrRuO3 ~;40 mV cm at 4 K! we can esti-
mate the mean free path for minority~↓! and majority~↑!
carriers, using the Ziman formula fors↓5 1

3N↓(EF)vF↓
2 t↓

and s↑5 1
3N↑(EF)vF↑

2 t↑ , respectively, and takings5s↓
1s↑ , from whereL;80 and 45 Å for minority and majority
carriers, respectively. From an interpolation formula21 Rn

'4rL/3pd21r/2d the contact sized is estimated to be 50–
150 Å. Thus both majority and minority carriers are in
intermediate regime ofL;d.

We studied four SrRuO3 samples with approximately te
different contacts measured for each sample. Soft Sn
were used to prevent any possible additional strain in
films due to the mechanical sample–tip interaction. Measu
ments of the I –V and differential conductanceG
5(dI/dV) characteristics were made using a conventio
four-terminal probe arrangement with a standard lock
technique.11 The values ofP are extracted by fitting eac
individual data set with the recent theory22 using a modified
BTK model,23 generalized for spin-polarized metals.22,24The
ballistic model can easily fit most of the contacts. This

FIG. 1. Examples of conductance curve~normalized forV@D/e) at 1.7 K,
fitted with the least square fit routine based on the theory~ballistic limit! of
Ref. 22. The temperature is taken to be the measured physical tempe
of the film, the superconducting gapD is taken from the BCS temperatur
dependence for Sn. The solid squares are the experimental data, the
circles the fits;~a! sample 2~as grown! contact 12 (P50.51, Z;0.3). ~b!
Sample 4~freestanding! contact 13 (P50.6, Z;0.17).
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consistent with our previous work on La0.7Sr0.3MnO3,18 in
which we have found that the intermediate regime is clo
to the ballistic than to the diffusive limit.

Figures 1~a! and 1~b! show examples of normalized con
ductance data and the fits for one of the as grown and f
standing samples, respectively. Table I gives a summar
the results for all four samples. The average value ofP is
52.5% with no obvious difference between the two types
films. However, a larger standard deviation,DP, for each
film for the as grown than for the freestanding films m
indicate that the results for the freestanding films are m
representative of the bulk material’sP, while the rather large
variation in the values ofP for the as grown films might be
due to the film anisotropy and the effects of local strain.

Importantly, the chemical stability of the films resulte
in ~generally! very low interface barrierZ, 0,Z,0.3. Thus
our measurements have been practically unaffected by
possible dependence of the values ofP on Z, which have
been reported in some systems.16 We would like to empha-
size, that, even though this dependence is, in principle, p
sible due to spin-dependent scattering or strong spin-o
coupling, one has to be very careful not to confuse a finitZ
in the ballistic limit with theZ50 case in the diffusive limit.
To illustrate this point we present an example@in Figs. 2~a!
and 2~b!# of one out of the two contacts we have measur
which could have been described by a higherZ. While it is
practically impossible to fit this data by the ballistic theo
unlessone starts to varyD which in this case has to be 30%
higher than the BCS value, we can easily fit the same d
with the diffusive theory, with the correctD andZ50.

To compare the experimental data with the electro
band structure results, the density functional calculations,
ing the general potential linearized augmented plane w
method as previously described,8,25 were done for SrRuO3 in
the orthorhombicPbnm structure.26 This structure has a
primitive unit cell consisting of four SrRuO3 formula units
arising from a&323& superstructure of the simple pe

ure

pen

TABLE I. Summary of the results for the four SrRuO3 samples studied:
,P. is the average spin polarization,DP is the standard deviation uncer
tainty in P.

Sample ,P. ~%! DP ~%!

1 ~as grown! 43 6.0
2 ~as grown! 54 4.0
3 ~freestanding! 55 2.0
4 ~freestanding! 58 3.5

FIG. 2. ~a! Ballistic fit with Z50.36, P50.49 and inflated gap (D
50.69 mV); ~b! Diffusivefit of the same data~sample 2 contact 19! with the
correct gap~0.55 mV! andZ50, P50.41.
IP license or copyright, see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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ovskite cell. This superstructure consists of rotations of
oxygen octahedra accompanied by small lattice strains.27 In
order to compare with experiment, we calculated the Fe
surface averageŝn& and ^n2& along thea and c directions
~see Table II!. These averages were found by a very fi
interpolation of the energy bands around the Fermi ene
based on 567 first principlesk points in the irreducible
wedge of the Brillouin zone.

Using tunneling spectroscopy, Worledge and Geba4

previously reported the spin polarization of SrRuO3;
210%,28 significantly smaller in absolute value than th
spin polarization measured in this work. The authors of R
4 discussed several possible explanations for this disc
ancy between their measurements and our results. In
opinion, the major factor is the difference in the barrier d
cay length for different surface states.29

In conclusion, we have measured the transport spin
larization of SrRuO3 using the PCAR technique. The sp
polarization results for freestanding films are more unifo
than for as grown films and are likely to reflect the propert
of the bulk material. Our average experimental value oP
~;52.5%! and comparison with linear augmented pla
wave calculations demonstrate that the transport spin po
ization in this material is primarily due to the difference
the Fermi velocities of the majority and minority sp
carriers.30 While we used mainly ballistic theory to fit th
data, our results seem to yield a better agreement with
theoretical calculations in the diffusive (P;55%), rather
than in the ballistic (P;22% – 35%) limit. This may seem
surprising and perhaps fortuitous. As one possible expla
tion, though, we note that the formulas used to describe c
ductance in the spin-polarized case22 consist of different pre-
factors ^Nn& and ^Nn2& and functional dependencies an
f b(V) and f d(V) in the ballistic and the diffusive cases, r
spectively. If a transition from̂ Nn& to ^Nn2& happens at
different values ofL/d than a transition fromf b(V) to f d(V)
it may explain this result. Further experiments and calcu
tions for the general case ofL/d for different materials might
help in resolving this important issue.

TABLE II. Calculated majority and minority Fermi velocities and the sp
polarizationPNv ~top! and PNv2 ~bottom! with respect to the lattice direc
tions a,b,c. The densities of states are assumed to be the same for ma
and minority electrons. Note the rather large anisotropy forPNv alongb and
a/c axis. The minus sign of the spin polarization reflect the fact that
minority spin current is larger than the majority in both ballistic and diff
sive cases. This cannot be directly confirmed by the PCAR technique, w
can only measure the absolute value of the spin polarization but is cons
with the results of Ref. 4.

^uvau& ^uvbu& ^uvcu&

Majority 0.603107 cm/s 0.693107 cm/s 0.623107 cm/s
Minority 1.273107 cm/s 1.073107 cm/s 1.253107 cm/s
PNv5P1 20.34 20.22 20.36

A^va
2& A^vb

2& A^vc
2&

Majority 0.833107 cm/s 0.863107 cm/s 0.863107 cm/s
Minority 1.593107 cm/s 1.573107 cm/s 1.573107 cm/s
PNv25P2 20.57 20.54 20.54
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